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Executive Overview
Most Web Content Management (WCM) systems are general purpose web application
frameworks on which the entire web presence is built. When integration is required,
web developers are used to combining code and content together in one application
framework. CM1 is different. It is content management “as an app” in itself that enables
marketing to improve inbound traffic through direct creative control over content,
look and feel, and site functions. With CM1, instead of changing or porting your web
applications to run inside the new framework provided by the WCM, web developers
simply “mashup” any new or existing web applications with the sites and pages created
by CM1 to achieve the same mix of dynamic code with creative content.
By separating code from content, content changes to the site do not affect the
integration, and changes to the application do not affect the site content. This approach
to integration treats both the marketing content and the web application as equal
“apps” online, allowing marketers to make frequent content and design changes while
maintaining application integration, and developers to update applications and manage
quality without impacting site content.
This paper will outline how developers can use mashable and hybrid server side mashable
integration approaches to integrate CM1 with web applications. Separating code from
content is the only way to deliver the independence needed to support both the web
content marketing goal of getting found, and the web application goal of converting site
visitors.

Going Mashable:
Web Marketing vs. Web Applications
While different organizations have a wide variety of disparate online goals, success on
the web always involves two key requirements: 1) getting visitors to find you online, and
2) converting those visitors by getting them to take an action that matters to your business
Getting found is the domain of Web Marketing. Whether marketers use search
optimization, social media, paid advertising, mobile, multi-channel or other initiatives
to drive inbound traffic, all require content. But not just any content. To get noticed,
stay relevant and keep the visitors coming back, marketers need to create and publish
a constant stream of new, creative, relevant, and frequently updated content. Agility is
a must, as marketers must quickly adapt their content strategy to the constant change
of technology and the web, with little forewarning about what to target next, and
often a short window to stand out before it’s time to move on. CM1 is a Web Content
Management (WCM) system specifically built to give this kind of agility to marketing.
Of course, none of that inbound traffic means much if your organization cannot convert
visitors to buyers, donators, leads, prospects, recommenders or any of the other
measurable performance indicators that drive your business. While many of the
conversion capabilities are run by the marketing organization, often the core business
applications that support the business online are the domain of the Web Developers who
build them. A better search application, office location finder, event catalogue and
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registration process, or quote calculator can be the difference in transforming a lead into
a customer. But where marketing needs a constant stream of unpredictable content, good
applications require predictable and discrete release cycles, up front user experience
design, and formal change management and release processes to ensure quality. Where
change is imperative to marketing content success, change is risk for good applications.

The application integration challenge for successful web projects is not simply how
to mix marketing content with application logic. The challenge is how to enable
marketing’s continuous, unpredictable changes to flow, while allowing web developers
full control to limit change to controlled predictable release cycles – all into the same
sites and channels. The answer is a loosely coupled integration architecture that doesn’t
bind content with code. Loose coupling removes all the dependencies between the
design, layout, and content defined by Marketing in the WCM, and the code defined
by developers in Web Applications. This approach to integration is most often called
“Mashable Integration” and is the hallmark of today’s leading web sites. It not only allows
local independence between your own code and content, but allows your functions to be
integrated with any other applications and web sites throughout the web.
Mashable integration is the natural complement to Percussion’s Decoupled Delivery
Architecture and is the recommended approach to integration with CM1.

Mashable Application Integration - Overview
All integration involves mixing creative marketing generated content with dynamic data or
results generated by application code. Mashable integration architecture or “mashups”
were first developed to enable web sites to integrate with externally defined applications
outside of one’s own control. Designers knew that they would never be able to ensure the
remote application was running, reliable, or would return results that fit the formatting
requirements of their own web pages. The key differences therefore can often best
be understood by comparing mashup style integration with the original dynamic web
application approach.
In a traditional dynamic web application, everything is combined in a “page” that defines
a URL that an application framework can process. Whether aspx, jsp, PHP, or many others,
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these pages combine presentation (HTML and CSS markup), content, and code to be
processed by an application framework. When the page is visited, the code is processed
on the web application server, the results are formatted into further HTML markup
and injected into the page which is then returned to the browser for rendering. While
techniques exist for separating large parts of the code from these “pages” into other
libraries, the basic model for processing remains the same – URL request, synchronous
processing of the request on the server (browser client waits), results returned as a single
completed result page in HTML.
In a mashup, the “page” is separated from the processing in the page at every level. First
the page URL is processed as a static web page by any web server, and simply delivered
to the browser. Any dynamic data requests are defined in separate URL requests stored
inside the page or generated by the user interaction with the page. Second, these
separate requests are made asynchronously – the browser client doesn’t wait for the
request to complete before rendering the page. The remote application is built with a
RESTful interface to service these requests. Third, the application requests are returned
as “pure data” – typically as XML or JSON format. Finally, separate rendering code in the
original page, typically JavaScript and CSS, is used to transform the returned data into
HTML and inject the result into the page. This separation allows for the requesting page
to completely control how it looks regardless of the data that is returned (or even whether
any data is returned).

Mashable style integration is an approach, not a language, so it can be used with ANY
web application framework and requires no vendor-specific training. Because the
independence it provides is fault tolerant, it can be used to support massive scale as
well as small incremental deployments. As a result, this is the predominant integration
architecture on the web, with variations in use at Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, and
many more.
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Here are a couple of great places to find out more about mashups and modern web
applications:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mashup_%28web_application_hybrid%29
http://wiki.developerforce.com/page/Mashups:_The_What_and_Why

Mashable Integration with CM1 - Two Approaches
The following two approaches describe how your organization can easily integrate
applications with CM1, and address the diverse application environment that is the reality
of most organizations. Each will describe when to use a specific approach and provide
sample code and examples.
zzApproach

1 - Mashup with CM1: For those developers who are creating new
applications that they wish to integrate with CM1.

zzApproach

2 - Hybrid Server-Side Mashup: For organizations where a combination
of custom applications and third party commercial applications exist and a mashup
integration may not be possible without updating or rewriting those applications.
Or for situations where client-side code (JavaScript) is not desirable or allowed.

Approach 1: Mashups with CM1 - New Applications
CM1 was built with mashable integration in mind. Every template and page in CM1 comes
with properties or “code insertion points” specifically for application developers to insert
the request scripts needed to make mashup style requests to external applications. A set
of widgets are also provided for marketing users to place and format dynamic data and
interactions returned by these external applications. The widget acts as a placeholder for
the integration. Wherever the marketer drops it onto a given page or set of pages, the
application data or interactive features will appear.
How to do it:
Integrating an application mashup style with CM1 requires only two pieces: a “mashup
page” in CM1, and an application that can be called remotely which returns XML or JSON
formatted results.
1. Creating the mashup page(s) in CM1
CM1 provides the following features to make this easy.
zzPage

Setup—Use the metadata dialog on a page or template to add
application requests as <script> tags. These can be placed in the HTML
<head> element, or at the beginning or end of the HTML <body> element.
The placement of the script tag will determine when the request is initialized
as the page loads in the client browser.

zzInline

Scripts—Where needed, use the HTML Widget to add additional
application requests as <script> tags anywhere in the middle of the page.
These widgets can be placed into a template so they will appear in the
same place for all pages and will not be editable at the page level.

zzDynamic

Page Areas—Use almost any other Widget to define the “static”
or default presentation area of the page that will be filled later with the
dynamic application content when it is available. Use the Widget Style
configuration to set any CSS properties for this area of the page. Often, CSS
classes are used to help the mashup determine where on the page to inject
the application results.
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2. Creating the remote application interface
Most modern web application frameworks, including Java, .Net, and PHP all
support the direct creation of remotely callable applications that return data
in either XML or JSON. Because mashable integration keeps your application
code independent of CM1 pages, your application need not have any CM1
specific code or calls in it. It only needs to be remotely callable (typically
RESTful) and return data as either XML or JSON. The following links provide
samples, detailed instructions, or links to further information for some of the
largest web application frameworks:
zz.Net:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.net.aspx

zzJava:

http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/J2EE/mashup_1

zzPHP:

http://blog.programmableweb.com/2011/09/23/short-list-of-restful-

api-frameworks-for-php/
For simple applications the above steps might only be done once. For complex applications
with many user interactions, the steps above may be repeated many times over on a single
page or spread across several pages. (Note: the alternative approaches covered later in this
paper reduce or eliminate the need for any new application code explained here.)

Mashable Integration in Action
Example: Creating an Event Page with Dynamic Elements
An organization is running a series of events. The marketing team wants full control over
the look and feel of any event page, but certain aspects of the event are dynamic. In this
case, the overall availability or “seats left” for any given event is based on how many site
visitors have so far registered.
1. Creating the event page
A standard CM1 page is created. The designer has complete control over
layout and theme as for any static page. However, in one spot on the page, a
“seats left” indicator is desired. The designer places a simple text widget in
that location, entering a default value of “Checking…” This value will appear
should the remote application not be available. He marks this with a CSS class
called “availability” to help the application know where the result should show
on the page when it is available.
2. Enabling the remote application
The remote application is built to accept a remote request that submits the
event name (or some other unique identifier). The application will then check
the event database to see how many seats remain. It will return this number in a
simple JSON formatted result.
3. Connecting page with application requests
The designer is given two <script> tags by the application developer. One is a
standard remote call JavaScript method that must be placed at the end of the
<body> element so that it will only run after the page is loaded. The other is a
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script specific to the event availability application. It will gather the event name
(or id) from the page and place it into the request object. The script will also
accept the return JSON object, convert it into a simple text element and find
the element on the page with the “availability” CSS class, and overwrite the
“Checking…” value with the actual number that was returned.
The Event Page at run time
1. CM1 publishes the event page as a static HTML page to any web server. The
mashup script tags and default value of “checking…” are on this page.
2. The remote application is deployed to a web application server independently.
3. A user visits the event page. As the browser loads the page, the script in the
middle of the page creates a data object with the name of the course in it (based
on the content in the page). As the browser finishes loading the page, the script
at the bottom is executed. The user begins to read the page.
4. The remote application receives the request with the course name, checks the
seats left and returns the number “5” as a JSON formatted result object.
5. The script on the page gets the JSON object, matches the element with the
class “availability” and replaces the value “Checking…” with the new value “5”
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Marketing Professionals SERVICES
NEWS AND EVENTS/SEMINARS
Seminar: Getting Found – The New Age of Search
The changes that Google has made over the past year require that you shift from
thinking merely about PageRankings to how you drive inbound traffic. Register today
to learn how these changes affect your SEO, and five action steps that will help you
maximize your inbound traffic from search.
Date: Thursday, June 28th
Time: 2:00pm-3:00pm EST

About Us
Services
CLIENTS
Resources
News and Events

Seats Available: 5

Example 2: Independently Changing Event Page Web Page Content
Now the marketer wants to change the look of the web site and event pages. She enters
CM1 and
the
Template
editor
Privacyuses
Policy | Terms
of Use
Copyright (C) 2012 Layout
Marketing Professionals
Services,to
Inc. move the entire left hand navigation column
over to the right side of the page. Further, she decides to move the availability from the
bottom of the page to the top by simply moving the Simple Text widget with the value
“Checking…”
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The new page is loaded the same way as before. All the processing occurs as before,
except that now, the element set to “availability” is in a different location on the page, so
when the value “5” replaces it, it appears in that new location.
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to learn how these changes affect your SEO, and five action steps that will help you
maximize your inbound traffic from search.
Date: Thursday, June 28th
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As marketing fine tunes their creative control, new page designs like this can be published
from CM1 directly – with no testing required. Since the application is remote, and returns
only data, moving page elements cannot break the application logic. The organization
may still opt to test whether they like the resulting changes, but no formal synchronization
is required.
Privacy Policy | Terms of Use Copyright (C) 2012 Marketing Professionals Services, Inc.

Example 3: Independently Changing the Event Page Web Application
To improve conversion rates, the application team wants to update the “availability
checker” application to help the user see availability only for events that are being
held in a nearby geographic location. A change is made to the remote application. It
now reads the user session information and makes a request to a third party “reverse
IP lookup” system to get the users location based on their IP address. This location
is then compared to the event location found in the event database and a new result
value for “distance” is added to the return JSON object.
The new application code is deployed independently of the CM1 page. As new
application code, it can be extensively tested before being put into production use.
Existing CM1 pages work “as is” against either the old or new application code,
because none of the code is actually in the CM1 page. Now when the event page is
visited, instead of displaying only availability, both availability and distance appear:
“5 open seats, within 50 miles.” Later, if the marketer desires further control over
format, she may return to the page and move the availability and distance elements,
using simple CSS class names to indicate where the values should show, and how they
should be formatted.
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Approach 2: Hybrid Server-side Mashups
While the independence of mashup based integration is ideal, the pure mashup approach
can present resource challenges in terms of cost and skill. If the web application was
already built server side, the cost to convert it may be prohibitive. In certain environments,
building web applications in this fashion requires new skills that will take too long to
acquire. Finally, some environments prefer, or even require, that all processing be done
server side so that no client side JavaScript be required. The hybrid server side mashable
model is best used in these cases.
The hybrid model takes the same architectural approach as the fully mashable model,
but moves all the client JavaScript processing into a new web application layer run on
the server. This new application layer on the server does the same HTML processing that
previously was done by the JavaScript in the page. Because this code is now processing
the page, some dependency is introduced. However, with good design, this layer can be
extremely generalized, so that it rarely needs to be changed even if the pages or other
applications are changed. Since most of the presentation on a page is based on matching
elements in the HTML – these elements can still be moved around in CM1, allowing
almost the same independence as the fully mashable approach.
How to do it
In the hybrid mashable approach, three pieces are used, a mashup page in CM1,
the server side application, and a server side “client proxy” or “page rendering”
application.
1. Creating the CM1 mashup page.
This is done by simply placing Widgets on the page with static placeholder
values wherever dynamic application results are to be found.
2. Adapting the server side application
Because this is a hybrid approach and the browser client will not directly call
this application, much of this application can be left “as is.” The main change
is to remove some of the HTML generation in this application, particularly
wherever marketing wants to control the page layout and content. Removing
these parts of the page from the application will allow marketing to manage
them through CM1 mashup pages in Step 1 above.
3. Creating the rendering application
Here a new application layer is built that does just what the client side
JavaScript would have done in the browser. Because it is server side code, it
works differently than how a browser actually processes JavaScript, but the
result is the same – a final formatted HTML page that combines the static
page from Step1 with the dynamic application results from Step 2. Typically,
all page requests are redirected to this page rendering application so that
page URLs are unchanged from the mashable approach.
There are two main approaches for how to make this layer combine the statically
imported HTML with the dynamic application data.
Import and Overwrite
The returned HTML is placed into the output document “up front”. Then the
existing function calls are made to get the data result. Finally code is used to
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overwrite the document object with the dynamic values (much like the DOM
processing used in client side JavaScript).
Write and Continue
Here, the returned HTML is kept as a memory object up front, and parts of it
are written out into the result page before and after the application calls. This
most closely mirrors the approach found in the existing .aspx or .jsp pages
where static content is written to the result page, then application code
generated results are written to the result page, then more static HTML is
written to the result page and so on.

Hybrid Server-Side Mashup in Action
Example: Event Page—Hybrid
Here an organization already has an event page written as a jsp or aspx page. The
organization would like greater independence, particularly the ability for marketing
to control the layout and static content on the page. However, they do not have the
budget or skill to completely change how the existing application is written.
Instead of rewriting a new availability application in the latest mashup style, they simply
tweak the existing code. The existing “event.aspx” (or event.jsp) page is a composition
of static HTML and application calls to get the number of seats available for a given
course. The static HTML is removed and replaced with an “import” call that retrieves
the static HTML by its URL.
Using the “Write and Continue” approach, they simply replace the static HTML that was
in the “event.aspx” page with the corresponding write (or even Import) statement. They
use the region names, widgets and CSS classes in the HTML page published by CM1 to
find different sections to write out as the dynamic result page as follows:
writeHTML(DIV#TopHeader)
existing application code result
writeHTML(DIV#LeftSide)
another application code result
writeHTML(DIV#RightSide)
more application code
writeHTML(DIV#Footer)
In short, the event.aspx page (or event.jsp) is transformed into an application that reads in
the CM1 generated static HTML, then simply adds in the dynamic application code.
When the primary reason for hybrid approaches is reduction of cost, the change to the
prior application can be as minimal as needed – only where marketing needs more
control over the HTML. When the primary driver is elimination of client side JavaScript,
then a broader change can be used that produces more independence between code
and content, but keeps processing at the server. Either way, a hybrid approach enables an
incremental deployment option rather than a complete “rip and replace.”
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In Closing
Whereas most WCM systems are general purpose web application frameworks with
extensive proprietary developer APIs, CM1 is different. CM1 is content management “as
an app” in itself. Instead of changing your web applications to run in the new framework
provided by the WCM, web developers simply mashup any new or existing web
applications with the CM1 sites and pages to achieve the same mix of dynamic code with
creative content. More importantly, by making both the marketing content and the web
application into equal “apps,” the CM1 integration approach is the only way to provide
the independence needed to support both the web marketing goal of getting found, and
the web application goal of converting site visitors.
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About Percussion
Percussion Software’s products enable you to take control over your web content management and
content marketing strategies to increase traffic, drive revenue, improve engagement, and create
compelling online customer experiences. Delivered in a highly usable and affordable product package,
hundreds of leading companies, education institutions, and government agencies are using Percussion
to lower the costs of their content strategies and gain the flexibility to address “What’s Next” on the web.
Leading customers include vegas.com, weather.com, AutoTrader.com, Rentokil, Watchguard Technologies,
Lancaster Bible College, Sunoco, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the City of Corpus Christi, Saba
Software, the U.S. General Services Administration, and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services.

Corporate Headquarters
Percussion Software, Inc.
600 Unicorn Park
Woburn, Ma 01801
Main Phone: 781 438 9900
Website: percussion.com
Or Email us: sales@percussion.com
Twitter
twitter.com/percussion
LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/percussion-software
Facebook
facebook.com/PercussionSoftware
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